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Abstract: Wedescribe the behavioin of |tlaying possum, or tbanatosis, in mate rejection by non-

receptive female btitterflies of the Satvrinae of the Palearactic. In this behaviour females feign

death with closed wings and release themselves from the stibstrate on which they are settled. This

behaviour only occurs with extreme male ]tersistence and is the final part of a mate-rejection

behaviotiral setpience. Wesuggest that this behaviour may be relatively rare, possibly restricted to

the tribes Elvmiini and Maniolini. There are potential associations with female mating freqtiency,

male mate-locating mechanisms and the physical strttctnre of habitats wbere attempted mating

occurs. Westiggest that the behaviotir occtirs in species where females occasionally mate more than

once, where the |)redominant male mating strategy is a perchitig sit-and-wait tactic and the species

occupy woodland strnctnres. In stich circtimstances males have relatively few opportunities to mate,

male-female encounter rates may be relatively infrequent and the physical strncttire of the habitat

allows females that adojrt posstim mate-rejection to escape from males bv dropping into vegetation.

W'e encourage further observations on this behaviour to allow a thorotigh analysis of its frequency

amongst species in order to allow a phylogenetic analysis.

Key words: |5redation, mate location, mate rejection, Pararge, La.siommata, Kirinia, Esperarge,

Maniola.

Playing possum (tbanatosis: feigning deatli) in

butterflies bas been described for two very differejit

circumstances. It was first described as a predator

escape mecbanism in Govepteryx rhamni L. Pieridae

(Dennis 1984) and Inachis io L. Nymphalidae (Den-

nis 1998). More recently, it bas also been shown to

have a role in mate refusal by females of Pararge And

iMsiommata species (Satyrinae) (Sbreeve 1985, Den-

nis 2003) and bas l)een described for Esperage cUmene

(Satyrinae) (Wakeliam-Dawson et al. 1999). As far as

we are aware it bas not been described in mate rejec-

tion for any other liutterfly taxon apart from Satyrinae

(nomenclature as in Ktirsbolt & Ra/.owski 1996) . Here,

we summarise the bebaMonral, morphological, habitat

and phylogenetic attributes for these behaviours as
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currently known; in doing so we focus attention on

possum behaviour in mate rejection, the objective be-

ing to encourage further observations (Table 1).

In the Lepidoptera possum behaviour is a wide-

spread secondary defence mechanism (Scoble 1992)

and in the butterflies it has been recorded in species

of Nymphalinae and Pieridae. On being caught by the

wings, these species undergo tbanatosis and effectively

play dead. When released they will lie on their side

inert for some time before taking flight (Dennis 1984,

1998). Species which adopt this behaciour tend to be

long-lived and have relatively robust wings. As manipu-

lation by birds can lead to wing damage, evidenced in

tears and scored beak marks across wings of butterflies

caught by birds (Collenette 1935, Bowers & Wiernasz

1979, Bengston 1981, Dennis et al. 1984), this would

give butterflies with tougher wings an advantage over

those with weaker structures. Butterflies described
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displaying possum behaviour in relation to predation

typically hibernate as adults and have under-surfaces

and wing shapes that characteristically mimic dead

leaves. They spend much of the later summer feeding

avidly on nectar and in such situations are particu-

larly vulnerable to predation. G. rhamni are often so

engrossed in feeding that they can be picked off the

flower heads with ease (Dennis 1984). Experiments

on possum behaviour indicate that the behaviour may

be triggered more easily in autumn brood adults in-

tent on accumulating resources for hibernation than

in early summer broods actively engaged in mating.

Although described thus far for G. rhamni 'And /. io, it

is expected that this behaviour will extend to closely

related species with similar life histories, morphology

and behaviour (e.g., Aglais uriicae).

Possum behaviour in mate rejection is the hnal

stage of a behavioural sequence, with common ele-

ments to more normally widespread mate rejection

behaviour. First, when harassed by a male attempt-

ing to copulate, a settled female may simply rai.se its

abdomen to prevent copulation (e.g.. Finis napi L.

Pieridae; Plehejus argus, L. Lycaenidae; Wilcockson

2002, Dennis, pers. obseiwation). This mayor may not

involve wing fluttering as well. This behaviour, which

may involve exposure of the genitalia with j)ossible

chemical signalling, is common to many butterfly taxa

(Obara 1982, Obara 1984), but not all. In butterflies

that adopt abdominal raising, there may be a second

stage of mate-rejection in which a non-receptive fe-

male may attempt to prevent mating by completely

closing its wings if the initial abdominal-raising proves

unsuccessful. In butterflies that do not adopt abdomi-

nal raising, wing closing is usually the first stage to

prevent mating by a persistent male. The genitalia

of a closed wing female are then completely inacces-

sible to the courting male. Where possum behaviour

differs from ordinary wing closing is in the subsequent

stages. In possum-playing females the harassed female

may lean over onto the substrate, effectively playing

dead. Should the male persist then the female may
then release its tarsal claws from the substrate on

which it is settled and drop to lower vegetation or

even the ground. In most instances when this occur s

in Fararge aegeria L., and in the described behaviorrr

oi Esperage climeneEspev, the male will lose the fenrale

and fly off (Shreeve 1985, Wakehanr-Dawsotr et al.

1999). In other instances the male will pursite the

female to the lower substrate or gr oirnd and persist

in trying to enforce copulation befor e eventirally giv-

ing rtp and flying off. This persistence may be lorrg

(max 65 sec. in Fararge aegeria, Shreeve 1985). In no

instance has srtccessful copulation of the appar'ently

‘dead’ female been recorded, either before or after

falling from a srrbstr ate. W’hen a r ef usirrg female plays

possitm it will r emain qrtiescetU after the irrale leaves

before resuming its activities (flight or baskirrg). The

two stages of orientatiorr and dropping make possitm

behaviour unique. It appears to be part of ferrrales’

mate-rejection repertoires when the total dur ation of

male har'assment is very long (Dermis 2003).

Recorded instances (Table 1 ) of females inlay-

ing possum behavioirr in response to attempted

copulation by males is possibly restr icted to the tribe

Elymniini and one member of the tribe Maniolini,

Maniola jurtina L. (Satyrirrae, Maniolini). In tbe

case of M. furtina, this behavioirr has been recorded

in 4 instances out of 27 attempted courtships in dry

Mediterranean scr ub/woodland in Provence, Fr ance

obsei'ved between 27July and 1 1 August 1988 by one

of us (TGS) . As far as we ar e awar e possum behavioirr

linked to mate-rejection has not been r ecor ded in any

higher taxa. Instances of similar', but not identical,

behaviour are described in Garterocephalus palaemon,

Hesperiidae (Ravenscroft 1994: 1 185) and females of

other species will reject males by remaining quiescent

during attempted courtships (e.g., Leptidea sinapis

L. Disrnorphiinae; Wikhrnd 1977). In the case of

G. palaemon unreceptive females dro]) to the ground

with closed wings when pursrred by a flying male

and the behavioirr of 1.. sinapis is different from true

possirrn behavioirr in that irnreceptive flying females

detected by flying males sail to the vegetation and r est

quiescent with closed wings. Restr icting the analysis to

the Satyrinae reveals that there are jjotential associa-

tions with female mating frequency, male mate-locat-

ing mechanisms and the physical str uctur e of habitats

wher e attempted mating occirr s. Po.ssirrn behavioirr

has not been r ecorded in those taxa wher e male access

to already mated females is physically obstrrrcted by a

sphragis (mating plirg) (e.g., I lipparchia, / leteronympha:

Orr 2002). On the other hand, it has been recorded

in those members of the Elymniini {Fararge aegeria,

F xiphia Fabriciits, F. xiphiodes Standi nger) and in

Maniola jurtina, (Shr'eeve 1985, Dennis 2003, J.
Ten-

nent, per'sonal communication) wher'e females may

occasionally mate mor e than once {Faegeria 4- 10%
Wickman & Wiklund 1983, Shreeve 1985; F.xiphiab%

and Fxiphioides 8%, Shreeve unpirblished; AT jurlina

4%, Maier, 1998) The mating fr equency of Esperage

climene, in which possirrn behaviour occurs, is not

known. With one exception, female jrossirm behavioirr

in mate-rejection has only been recor ded in species

in which the primary rnecharrisrn of mate-locating

by males is perching and where perching occurs in

predictable woodland strirctures, with males prima-

rily settled on vegetation above the gr ound. Partial

possum behaviour (in which females do not release
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f rom the substrates they arc on) occurs within the La-

siomniaUi genus, but in all instances occurrences have

taken place on bare ground substrates (T.G. Shreeve,

jjersonal observation). Recorded instances of possum
behaviour by females of Maniola jurtina have been

in woodland structures in southern Europe where

summer aestivation occurs. With the exception of

Maniola jurtina, females that ado]Dt jDossnm behaviour

are also highly selective of the locations in which they

lay eggs, even if plant species on which larvae feed are

themselves widespread.

Whilst information on the details of mate rejec-

tion by females of the majority of species is extremely

scant, the provisional analysis that we supply here is

it.self revealing of a possible phylogenetic component
with links to the overall behaviours of both sexes and

the physical structure of the habitats in which species

occur. The occurrence of female possum behaviour

as a male rejection behaviour can be explained by

a common set of characteristics; females potentially

mating more than once, occupation of specific wood-

land structures, the occurrence of perching within the

male locating repertoire and selectivity by females for

specific egg-laying locations. y\ common element of

female possum behaviour is that it only occurs after

other mate-rejection postures, such as abdominal rai.s-

ing, wing fluttering and wing closing, have failed to

deter the male. It is also potentially time consuming
for both the male and even more so for the female,

which will tend to remain (|uiescent after the courting

male has left.

If females easily and unecjuivocally communicate
their non-receptivity then it is jiointless for any male

to spend time attempting to court a non-receptive fe-

male. In such circumstances it is unlikely that female

po.ssum behaviour will be employed or even develop.

Thus the behaviour is absent where there is the clear

signal of a sphragis in single mating females (e.g.,

Hi/)j>airhia-, Satyrinae). It is also absent where there is

multiple mating, but unreceptive females are plugged

with a sphagris and males have limited resources to

make plugs (e.g. Helnonyniplia species) or where ef-

fective chemical signalling associated with abdominal

raising occurs in potentially multiple mating females

(e.g. /-’/cm spp.; Pieridae, Ohara & Hidaka 1964). It

is also a|)parently absent in species suin which recep-

tive females have specihc behaviours to advertise their

receptivene.ss to males such as the jumping flights of

virgin Aphantopus hyperantus L. (Maniolini) (Wikhmd
1982). Efficient communication of receptivene.ss is

advantageous to females since they will not spend

time harassed by males. When males are given an

unambiguous early cue of non-receptivity then they

are unlikely to harass, so more complex rejection

behaviours may not be developed.

In species in which female possum behaviour

occurs the primary male mate locating mechanism
is perching. Perching males sit and wait for females

and their persistence with individual females may
be high to try and enforce copulation with relatively

scarce females. If mated females fly into areas where
perching males detect them they do so because they

are searching for other resources (e.g. egg-laying

sites, nectar sources). In the case of Pamrgc species,

females are highly selective of egg-laying sites (e.g.

Shreeve 1985, 1986, Shreeve & Smith 1992) and pos-

sum behaviour may be the only sure mechanism of

deterring a courting male if the female is in a suitable

egg-layiug location. Time spent playing po,ssum may
be less than time spent searching for alternative re-

sources elsewhere. In the case of Pararge aegetia, the

maximum recorded time playing possum (65 seconds)

is within the range of times spent on searching flight

between egg-laying locations (Shreeve 1985).

Eemale possum behaviour may be absent in strictly

patrolling species. Wesuggest that it has not devel-

oped in this circumstance because in such species

females are readily a])]iarent to males by colouration

(Dennis & Shreeve 1988) or are abundant. Thus it

may be unproductive for males to persist with an im-

receptive female since others will be readily detected

or encountered. Similar arguments apply to lekking

species (e.g. some Theclinae)
;

the majority of females

entering a lek will be receptive.

Although we have limited data, it is possible that

female possum behaviour may be restricted to spe-

cies that use a specific set of woodland structures,

though not universally so. Eor example, it has not

been recorded for species that locate mates primarily

within the woodland canopy (e.g. Argynnis species,

Nymphalidae; Neozephyrus species, Lycaenidae) or on

the ground layer of woodland (e.g. Arelhiisena species,

Nymphalidae).. One key characteristic of those spe-

cies that use this form of possum behaviour is the re-

semblance of the wing underside to dry leaves, which

are predictable components of the ground layer. As ex-

amples, Argv?n? Aand Neozephyrus species may be highly

conspicuous to conspecifics and predators when on

the ground layer and adoption of possum behaviour

may increase predation risk. The absence of possum

behaviour from multiple mating species of grassland

and more open structures such as rock slopes may also

be related to wing and substrate colouration, with the

latter tending to be more variable than in woodland.

In such circumstances any individual playing possum

may render itself conspicuous and vulnerable to pre-

dation. Wesuggest that contrast of underside wing

colouration with background is itself a constraint on
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the development of possum behaviour.

Whilst the information on this behaviour is rather

limited there are indications that it may also have a

phylogenetic component. The adoption of possum

behaviour in mate-rejection appears restricted to

one or perhaps two tribes of the Satyrini. It may also

be a derived trait associated with their adoption of

woodland structures from ancestral open grassland

structures (Dennis & Shreeve 1988) . Evidence for the

possible restriction of possum behaviour to the tribe

Elymiini within the Satyrinae comes from its appar-

ent absence from the behavioural repertoire of Lethe

(liana, which also occupies woodland structures (Ide

2002) . Where possum behaviour occurs in other taxa

(e.g. Nymphalinae and Pieridae)
,

as indicated above,

it is a primary response to predator attack and the

species which adopt such a behaviour are long lived

and have relatively thicker and more robust wings than

the Satyrini (Table 1 ) . Wesuggest that a more detailed

examination of possum behaviour would reveal much
about the interrelationship of behaviour with habitat

structural predictability and costs and benefits of in-

dividual behavioural traits. In particular, information

on the extent of its occurrence is required for a full

analysis and a proper test of hypotheses to account for

its occurrence. Wewould welcome observations.
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